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Norwegian Nobel Prize winner, Knut
Hamsun, wrote his highly regarded novel,
Pan, while living in Paris. Strongly
influenced by Dostoyevsky, it is first a
work of great beauty and simplicity that
can be experienced on many levels.
Commenting on his work in progress, Knut
Hamsun said, My new book will be
beautiful; it takes place in Nordland, a
quiet and red love story. There will be no
polemics in it, just people under different
skies. The novel continues to convey its
seductive charm to readers more than a
century after it was published in 1894, and
although it has provoked many varied
interpretations, it remains stillan enigma.
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verify pan card status online. Pan - A GNOME Newsreader Permanent Account Number (PAN) is a code that acts as
an identification for Indian nationals, especially those who pay Income Tax. It is a unique, 10-character Images for Pan
Pan Studio are pioneers who create a sense of wonder and interest in whats possible. - Richard Newton, The Guardian
UTIITSL India : Financial & IT Service Provider, PAN Card Issuer PAN eAR (PAN 72) Online PAN application.
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pan: a usually broad, shallow, and open container for domestic use (as for cooking) pan in a sentence.
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